JOSIP ILIČIĆ CUP 2018
27.5.2018, Športni park Radomlje
Tournament rules U10
1.
All matches are played on football fields with dimensions 55m x 30m. Fileds have goals with
dimensions 5m x 2m. Each team will play with six players on the field and one goalkeeper.

2.
Only players born on 01.01.2008 and younger have the right to perform.

3.
Tournament contains of 24 teams. Teams are divided into 6 groups, each containing 4
participating teams. Teams play each other within the same group.
Every match consists of two halves of 10 minutes with 3 minutes half-time break.
Knockout stage matches consist of two halves of 12 minutes.
All games on each footbal filed are starting and finishing at the same time, after
synchronised whistle through the speaker.

4.
Every team gets 3 points for a win, 1 point for a tie score and 0 points for a defeat.

5.
Group order consists of (sequence):
-

number of points
mutual competition
goal differences
number of reached goals
draw

6.
First two teams in the group stage and 4 best third placed teams are qualified for knockout
stage.
In a case of a tie in the knockout stage the game is decided by a penalty shootout. Penalty
shootout is consisted of 3 shootouts for each team. After that, teams go on by elimination
process (only one player per team). Penalty shootout spot is placed from the distance of 7
meters.

7.
The goal kick is performed by foot. The ball is placed anywhere within the box area. The ball
can be kicked over the half of the field. A throw-in is taken from the point where the ball
crossed the sideline.

8.
A number of players may be replaced by substitutes during the course of the game.
Substitutions are fluid.

9.
A player who receives two yellow cards in a match must not play the next match. A player who
receives a red card must not play next three matches.

10.
Each team can register max 12 players (see the application form).

11.
All players must be applied under the same number during the whole tournament. All players
must me identified by the organisator of the tournament (info point) prior the start. They
identify themselves with the ID card or valid sports card.
Leader of each team must deliver fulfilled list of his performing players to the leader of the
tournament.
A player that does not suit to the sports card or ID card information is not allowed to perform. If
this kind of irregularity is established during the match or after it, the match ends with the result
3 : 0 for the opponent.

12.
The competition is controlled by the organisator of the tournament and his assistants.
Assistants have the role of match delegates.

13.
All teams are obliged to follow the coordinator's instructions and must follow the schedule of
the competition.

14.
Every potential disagreement and appeal will be solved by the coordinator of the tournament.
You can not file an appeal against his decision.

15.
After the match players of both team must greet and hand-shake.

16.
All players must have a valid medical certificate, followed by the rules of NZS (national FA).
Medical certificates do not have to be submitted before the start of the tournament.
Tournament coordinator is not responsible for potential injuries during the tournament.

17.
Every player gets a medal for his own team in the closing part. Tournament organisator
provides cups for best three teams, top goalscorer, best player and goalkeeper of the
tournament.

CONSIDER 10 GOLDEN RULES OF FAIR PLAY!

